Moving on, moving up
Year 1, Autumn Term 2019
Celebration of Learning: Christmas performance
-

Mathematics
Number
- Recognising 2 digit numbers
- Understanding place value - what are tens and ones?
- Addition using different equipment (objects, fingers, number
lines)
- Counting in 2s and 10s
- Making number bonds to 10
- Finding odd and even numbers
Measurement
- Using non standard (same sized objects) and standard units (cm
and m) to measure height, width and length
- -Reading and creating pictograms.
Shape
- 2D and their properties.

-

-

-

Geography
Exploring maps – what information do
they give us
naming landmarks and places on maps
–building our vocabulary to talk about
physical (mountains, forests) and
human (city, town, farm, house)
features
Using a key to help read maps
P.S.H.E
Transition into Year one
How we can show our school values
How we learn – learning dispositions
Consequences - actions and reactions.
What happens when we behave in
certain ways?
Circle time - to help us understand
different things that may affect us
everyday and how we can help
ourselves and each other.

-

English
Letters and sounds Phonics (phase 4 and 5)– reading and writing
words with adjacent consonants, reading words with more than 1
syllable, learning new alternative spellings for sounds we know
Nursery rhymes – old and new
Reading ‘Dear Mother goose’ – writing letters to characters
Vocabulary building – adjectives and nouns
Drama – exploring story land
Writing lists
Traditional tales - learning and re telling ‘The three little pigs’
Making story maps, exploring characters, creating new characters,
writing our own traditional tales

Explore…
What does it mean to belong?

Music
Learning and singing songs

-

P.E
Daily Dash
Fitness Circuits
Yoga
Ball skills
Gymnastics -

Science
Seasonal changes
- The seasons, typical weather
patterns for autumn season, how
the weather effects us and the
natural world
- Why and how do we have night
and day?

- R.E
- Diwali
- Places that are special to
Christians
- How do Christians give thanks?
What is a special place for us
and how do we give thanks?
- Jesus as a teacher / Bible
stories
- The story of the first Christmas.

